Archer Manufacturing has combined their Vandal Proof Hand Soap Dispenser with USDA / NSF Approved OPS® brand Products for an unbeatable Hand Washing and Sanitizing System.

NSF (National Science Foundation) APPROVED OPS PRODUCTS FOR

FOOD PROCESSING PLANTS!

OPS® Vandal Proof Soap Dispenser

The world’s only

PATENTED and UNBREAKABLE

Foaming Hand Soap Dispenser!

Watch our demonstration video of the OPS® UNBREAKABLE dispenser.

• Reduce the risk of contamination with 100% functional Soap Dispensers all the time.
• E-2 Rated Antibacterial Soap.
• E-3 Rated 70% Alcohol Instant Hand Sanitizer.
• Heavy Gauge Stainless Steel Dispenser.
• No batteries or electricity needed!
• Sanitary Hermetically Sealed Cartridges.

ARCHER MANUFACTURING
800-796-5545 • info@vandalproof.org

OPS® Vandal Proof Hand Soap Dispenser

The world’s only PATENTED and UNBREAKABLE Foaming Hand Soap Dispenser!

Archer Manufacturing has combined their Vandal Proof Hand Soap Dispenser with USDA / NSF Approved OPS® brand Products for an unbeatable Hand Washing and Sanitizing System.
The OPS® Hand Soap Dispenser is designed to never be broken by extreme environments, ultra-high usage as well as vandalism. This is the only and strongest warranty in the Industry.

• Manufactured with 12 to 16 gauge high grade stainless steel for an ultra-durable and impossible to break soap dispenser even in extreme conditions.

• Up to 6000 hand uses per cartridge (much higher than any competitor with a similar size cartridge)

• Hermetically sealed cartridges offer the best protection from contaminating the soap dispenser and therefore hands.

• Simple to clean and easy to reload.

• Battery Free & Electronics Free to reduce maintenance costs.

— ARCHER’S PHILOSOPHY —

Let’s be honest, if your soap dispenser is broken, it doesn’t matter how good your soap or sanitizer is, hands will not get washed or washed well and that is a source of food contamination. Archer offers the finest soaps and sanitizers with a foaming soap and sanitizer dispenser that can’t fail.

OPS® Vandal Proof Hand Soap Dispenser

The OPS® Hand Soap Dispenser is designed to never be broken by extreme environments, ultra-high usage as well as vandalism. This is the only and strongest warranty in the Industry.

• Manufactured with 12 to 16 gauge high grade stainless steel for an ultra-durable and impossible to break soap dispenser even in extreme conditions.

• Up to 6000 hand uses per cartridge (much higher than any competitor with a similar size cartridge)

• Hermetically sealed cartridges offer the best protection from contaminating the soap dispenser and therefore hands.

• Simple to clean and easy to reload.

• Battery Free & Electronics Free to reduce maintenance costs.
Soap and Sanitizers for Food Processing Areas

OPS® Antibacterial Hand Soap

**Bacterial Reduction – up to 99.9999%**

OPS® AB is a Foaming fragrance free, Quaternary Based Antibacterial soap with non-ionic surfactants for excellent cleaning of skin. OPS AB is NSF (National Science Foundation) rated E-2 for use in food processing plants. OPS AB is very good on sensitive skin.

Archer Stock Number: **1405-02G**
Soap and Sanitizers for Food Processing Areas

OPS® 70% give far more protection against Pathogens than the typical 60% products. The pleasant foam spreads easily onto all surfaces of the hands including in the cracks and crevices such as around finger nails.

OPS 70% has an average bacterial reduction rate of 99.9999% on the 52 pathogens it has been tested against!

OPS® 70% Instant Hand Sanitizer

NSF, E-3 Rated Alcohol Sanitizer

Bacterial Reduction – up to 99.9999%

OPS® 70% give far more protection against Pathogens than the typical 60% products.

The pleasant foam spreads easily onto all surfaces of the hands including in the cracks and crevices such as around finger nails.

OPS 70% has an average bacterial reduction rate of 99.9999% on the 52 pathogens it has been tested against!

Drugs Facts

Active Ingredients
- Ethyl Alcohol 68-72% v/v ............................ Antimicrobial

Uses
- For Hand sanitizer to help reduce bacteria on the skin that could cause disease.
- Recommended for repeated use.

Warnings
- For external use only.
- When using this product avoid contact with eyes. In case of eye contact, flush eyes with water.
- Stop use and ask a doctor if irritation or redness develops, or if condition persists for more than 72 hours.
- Keep exposed cartridge out of the reach of children.
- If swallowed, get medical help or contact Poison Control right away.
- Flammable. Keep away from fire and flames.

Directions
- Place enough product in your palm to thoroughly cover your hands.
- Rub hands together briskly until dry.

Inactive Ingredients
- Water, Foaming Surfactant (Proprietary), Glycerin.
Staff Shower & Hand Soap for Pre/Post Washing

OPS® Hand, Hair and Body Wash

OPS® Hand, Hair & Body Wash - The sanitary way for people to get cleaned before and after their shift. Will not generate soap scum. Dispensers go in each shower stall or over sink. Contains hair and skin conditioners. Can be used as a shaving foam.

Archer Stock Number: 1405-04G
The OPS® alcohol free hand sanitizer kills 99.99% of bacteria. It is alcohol free, non-flammable and effective against MRSA and most other infections.

OPS® Instant Hand Sanitizer, with active ingredient Benzalkonium Chloride, is less drying to the skin, will not stain clothing, and fast acting without needing water or towels.